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Abstract. The accumulation of plastic objects in the Earth’s environment will adversely affect wildlife, wildlife

habitat, and humans. The huge amount of unrecycled plastic ends up in landfill and thrown into unregulated

dump sites. In many cases, specifically in the developing countries, plastic waste is thrown into rivers, streams

and oceans. In this work, we employed the power of deep learning techniques in image processing and clas-

sification to recognize plastic waste. Our work aims to identify plastic texture and plastic objects in images in

order to reduce plastic waste in the oceans, and facilitate waste management. For this, we use transfer learning

in two ways: in the first one, a pre-trained CNN model on ImageNet is used as a feature extractor, then an

SVM classifier for classification, the second strategy is based on fine tuning the pre-trained CNN model. Our

approach was trained and tested using two (02) challenging datasets one is a texture recognition dataset and

the other is for object detection, and achieves very satisfactory results using two (02) deep learning strategies.

key-words: Plastic wast recognition, plastic texture recognition, Deep learning, Convolutional Neural Network

(CNN), Support Vector Machine (SVM).

1 Introduction

Plastic waste has become one of the most dangerous issues

that threatens the stability of life on earth. 88% of the sea’s

surface is polluted by plastic waste, which is harming ani-

mal and human health. In more developed countries, plas-

tic pollution is recovered and recycled [1]. However, in

the developing world, garbage collection systems are of-

ten inefficient or nonexistent, and generated plastic waste

is carried out to sea, and ends up in the water. For this rea-

son we used deep learning to recognize plastic texture in

order to detect the plastic waste and pollution in the envi-

ronment and especially in the ocean. Computer vision and

deep learning will facilitate recovering plastic waste from

the oceans and protect the wildlife. Therefore, we investi-

gated in Deep learning algorithms to reduce the effects of

the plastic pollution crisis. Using such intelligent systems

to recognize diverse plastic waste texture is a significant

challenge for researchers.

Promoting the waste management and encouraging recy-

cling at the moment is not enough the correct the ecolog-

ical damage caused by the very large quantity of plastic

waste. This crisis needs an effective and fast solution to

save the wildlife. The use of Artificial Intelligence as a
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complementary will be the most sustainable way to reduce

pollution, especially in deep oceans and places that people

cannot reach.

In the last years, deep learning and image processing ap-

plications have attained a great success in many fields[2].

However, texture recognition using deep learning still an

active area of research. The diversity of material tex-

tures and features makes the task challenging. For this

reason, we investigate in Convolutional Neural Network

(CNN) to recognize plastic texture in images. Convo-

lutional Neural Network (CNN) algorithm revolutionized

the field of objects recognition and image processing, giv-

ing its powerful capacity to work with grid structured data

[3]. The main difference between the traditional Feed For-

ward Neural Network (FFNN) and (CNN), is that the con-

nection between the layers of FCNN is fully connected,

while the connection in CNN is organized and designed

carefully. Traditional machine learning algorithms such

as Support Vector Machines (SVM), K-Nearest Neigh-

bors and Neural Network algorithms shows better perfor-

mance for lesser amounts of input data. In contrast, the

performance of deep learning algorithms increased with

respect to the increment in the amount of data. But in

this paper, we will show that deep learning algorithms can

also work and provide satisfactory performance in case of

small datasets. To perform the recognition process, we

used two different learning strategies using Convolutional

Neural Network (CNN). The first one is feature extrac-

tion using CNN. The convolutional blocks of a pre-trained
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CNN on a large-scale image dataset are used to extract fea-

tures from the imput image, these features are then used to

train an SVM classifier. The second strategy is fine-tuning,

in this strategy, we replace the fully connected layers of the

pre-trained model with a randomly initialized layer. We

use a VGG16 model pre-trained on ImageNet [4].

We trained and tested our proposed approaches using

two different datasets : a wide material texture dataset that

represents well the variety of textures and classes, and a

small object recognition dataset.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the

first section, we give a brief overview of some significant

recent contributions to materials texture recognition.

Section 3 presents our proposed approach and Section

4 describes the experiments conducted and compares

their results with other leading works. Finally, Section

5 concludes the paper and presents some future research

perspectives.

2 Related work

Material texture recognition is a challenging issue due to

the diversity and similarity of texture materials. The de-

tection of plastic in the sea is classified as the detection of

texture materials of an object in nature. For computer vi-

sion tasks, machine learning and deep learning techniques

are widely used due to their high performance in tasks such

as object detection, scene segmentation, character recogni-

tion, etc. Material recognition using machine learning and

deep learning techniques is a well-studied topic. We found

that several research studies have also been conducted in

the area of classification and recognition of materials in

the wild. Many studies have focused on hand-engine fea-

tures to describe the material that makes up an object, In

the work [5], the authors used a combination of color and

texture features to describe the materials of five Moroc-

can decorative patterns: glass, wood, fabric, ceramic and

plaster. The extracted features are used to train an SVM

and KNN classifiers, and they achieve 87% classification

accuracy. In their work [6], the authors developed a ma-

terial recognition system based on the combination of a

set of low-level and medium-level features. Dictionaries

are concatenated from this set of features and the opti-

mal combination of these features is learned using Dirich-

let latent allocation LDA, this technique is based on the

assumption that it is not known exactly what the best fea-

tures are to describe materials. The work [7] used the same

method to describe the material by combining a set of fea-

tures but instead of LDA they use SVM classifier and they

improve the classification results by 8.5%. The disadvan-

tage of using craft characteristics to describe materials is

that we don’t know exactly what the optimal descriptor is,

materials often have the same color, texture and shape. A

proposed solution to that problem is by using a deep con-

volutional neural network (DCNN) to describe the mate-

rial of the image where the optimal description of the im-

age is learned by backpropagation. In the work [8], the au-

thors used CNN to extract features from a material dataset

and then used ensemble learning of knowledge-based clas-

sifiers to classify the materials that make up the image,

they achieved a mean accuracy of 85%. In their work [9],

the authors proposed a transfer learning-based approach to

classify the "FMD" material dataset, they used the knowl-

edge from LeNET by copying the first convolutional lay-

ers while fine-tuning the other remaining layers. The au-

thors of [10] proposed a deep learning method based on

the inception-v3 model to classify waste images, and they

achieved 92.5% accuracy.

3 Proposed approach

In our work, we investigate in the modern CNNs that are

built using the same principles as traditional ones. CNN

algorithm is powerful, and provides effective and accurate

results with grid structured data like images. Unlike tradi-

tional machine learning algorithms such as (SVM, KNN,

etc.), CNN gives better performance using wide datasets.

In our study, we will demonstrate that CNN can work also

with small databases when using transfer learning strate-

gies. For that reason we worked with two small and chal-

lenging datasets, one for waste texture and the other one

for waste objects. In Convolutional Neural Networks the

layers architecture is organized carfully. CNNs use al-

ternating convolution layers (CL) and max-pooling layers

(MP) followed by fully connected layers (FC). The con-

volution operation is a dot product between an input layer

and the filter. The filters(Kernels) are three dimensional

parameters Zn × Zn × dn which represents the network pa-

rameters. The dimensions (length and width) of the output

layer after performing the convolutional operation is :

L(n + 1) = Ln − Zn + 1 (1)

W(n + 1) = Wn − Zn + 1 (2)

The convolutional operation from the nth layer to the

nth + 1 is defined as follows :

Mn+1
i jz =

Zn∑

r=1

Zn∑

s=1

dn∑

k=1

w(z,n)
rsk h(n)

i+r−1, j+s−1,k (3)

The most common known CNN architectures, we

mention : AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012)[11], ZF Net

(Zeiler & Fergus, 2014)[12], GoogLeNet (Szegedy et al.,

2015)[13], VGGNet (Simonyan & Zisserman,2014)[14]

and ResNet (He, Zhang, Ren, & Sun, 2016)[15]. The Fig-

ure 1 illustrates performances achieved by the mensionned

CNN architectures. It can be seen that each architecture

beats the performance of its predecessor, achieving the

best accuracy in 2015 with a deep ResNet.

Our model architecture is built arround the VGGNet

CNN and use both transfer learning and Combined

CNN-SVM strategies, without pre-processing step. The

output shape of the image data after every single layer is

detailed in Table 1.
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Figure 1: State-of-the-art CNN Architectures and their

performances in term of loss and accuracy.

Table 1: The output shape of the image data after every

single layer

Layer (type) Output Shape
input-1 (InputLayer) (None, 93, 93, 3)

block1-conv1 (Conv2D) (None, 93, 93, 64)

block1-conv2 (Conv2D) (None, 93, 93, 64)

block1-pool (MaxPooling2D) (None, 46 ,46 ,64)

block2-conv1 (Conv2D) (None, 46, 46, 128)

block2-conv2 (Conv2D) (None, 46, 46, 128)

block2-pool (MaxPooling2D) (None, 23, 23, 128)

block3-conv1 (Conv2D) (None, 23, 23, 256)

block3-conv2 (Conv2D) (None, 23, 23, 256)

block3-conv3 (Conv2D) (None, 23, 23, 256)

block3-pool (MaxPooling2D) (None, 11, 11, 256)

block4-conv1 (Conv2D) (None, 11, 11, 512)

block4-conv2 (Conv2D) (None, 11, 11, 512)

block4-conv3 (Conv2D) (None, 11, 11, 512)

block4-pool (MaxPooling2D) (None, 5, 5, 512)

block5-conv1 (Conv2D) (None, 5, 5, 512)

block5-conv2 (Conv2D) (None, 5, 5, 512)

block5-conv3 (Conv2D) (None, 5, 5, 512)

block5-pool (MaxPooling2D) (None, 2, 2, 512)

batch-normalization (BatchNo (None, 2, 2, 512)

dropout (Dropout) (None, 2, 2, 512)

flatten (Flatten) (None, 2048)

fc1 (Dense) (None, 256)

batch-normalization-1 (Batch) ((None, 256)

dropout-1 (Dropout) (None, 256)

predictions (Dense) (None, 2)

3.1 Strategy-1- Transfer learning CNN

Transfer learning [16, 17] is the process of transferring

knowledge from a source model trained on a source

dataset to another target model with a target dataset and

task. For image classification, transfer learning is widely

used to solve the problem of small training datasets. In

this work, the convolutional layers of the pre-trained

model (ImageNet) are transferred to our model (VGGNet)

to classify our waste images. We use fine tuning of

the pre-trained VGG16 model on ImageNet. The first

convolutional layers of a pre-trained VGG16 model are

used to extract general discriminative features. The final

convolutional layers that extract high level features are

initialized with the weights of the pre-trained network

and are updated during the training of the network to be

able to extract specific features about our dataset. A new

randomly initialized fully connected layer is placed in the

output of the convolutional part to classify our dataset.

3.2 Strategy-2- CNN-SVM : CNN as feature
extractor

Support Vector Machine classifier(SVM) works by repre-

senting the multiple classes of a dataset in a space. These

classes of data are then separated by a line which called

hyperplane. The strength of the SVM algorithm lies in

its ability to find the optimal hyperplane that separates be-

tween classes. The SVM algorithm is limited to work with

large amount and noisy data. In our work, the convolu-

tional layers of the pre-trained VGGNet model are used to

extract features from our datasets these features are then

used to train the SVM classifier, we believe that a VG-

GNet model trained on ImageNet has learned a very good

representation of the image, and that the learned weights

can be used in other tasks such as waste classification.

4 Experiments, comparison and
discussion

4.1 Data

The dataset is the challenging part in the recognition

process. The recognition system needs a database that

represents well the multiple variations of styles and

texture features. Large material texture databases are

confidential and not available for researchers. The few

available ones contain noisy images and non organized

classes. For that reason, and in order to improve our

proposed method, we have used two datasets: A collected

dataset from google images PLAWO-40 and trashNet

datasets. In this section, we describe theses datasets.

4.1.1 PLAWO-40 dataset

PLAWO-40 is a dataset of material texture which we

recently built. The dataset contains 40 images collected

divided into two (02) classes : plastic bags material and

wood textures. The dataset can be accessed through

this link : https://www.kaggle.com/abdellahelzaar/

plastic-and-wood-pollution-texture-dataset.

4.1.2 trashnet dataset

Trashnet is a dataset proposed by M.Yang et al (2016) [18],

The dataset contains images of recycled objects across six
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classes with about 500 photos each. The dataset was hand

collected and contains about 99% of all recycled material.

In our case we trained our system to recognise two classes

of trashnet dataset (Plastic bottles and metal) Figure 2

these two classes presents the mojority of dangerous

waste in deep sea.

(a) plastic trash

(b) metal trash

Figure 2: trashnet dataset

The PLAWO-40 dataset is a texture recognition

dataset, it contains the texture of two objects (wood and

plastic), while the second dataset (trashnet dataset) is an

object recognition dataset. The reason why we use these

two datasets is that we want to evaluate the performance

of our models in different scenarios.

4.2 Experiments and results

The CNN algorithm was implemented using Python

language. We used several libraries that contains vi-

sualisation and image processing functions such as

Tensor f lowT M , KerasT M Models and S klearnT M . We

run our CNN model on Microsoft Arure virtual machine

with six (06) core processor and 56Go of RAM. Working

with Convolutional Neural Networks with a high number

of epoches can be time-consuming process, For this

reason we used TESLA K80 NVIDIA GPU. GPU boost

gives superior performance to our Model and accelerates

Libraries and training process.

4.2.1 Experiments on PLAWO-40 dataset

First, we randomly divide our dataset into two parts: 80%

for training and the remaining 20% for testing to avoid

the well-known phenomenon of over-fitting. The hyper-

parameter technique is used for a dropout optimization in

both the convolutional layers and fully connected layers.

A Mini Batch size of 32 images is selected, the number of

epochs for each method was: 100 epochs, initial learning

rate was: 0.001. The metric used to evaluate the perfor-

mance of our model is the accuracy. This metric consists

of dividing the number of correct predictions by the total

number of predictions.

Table 2: Achieved recognition rate using PLAWO-40

dataset

Method
with pre-processing

Accuracy(%)

without pre-processing

Accuracy(%)

Transfer learning using CNN 99% 98.46%

Combined CNN-SVM 98% 95%

It can be seen from Table 2 that using transfer learn-

ing CNN with pre-processing achieves better recognition

rate with 99% compared to same strategy without pre-

processing step, which obtains 98.46%.

With the combined CNN-SVM strategy, we can hold

an accuracy of 98%, better than the obtained accuracy of

95% without using pre-processed images. That can be ex-

plained by the importance of the pre-processing operation

in traditional Machine Learning algorithmes such as SVM.

The transfer learning strategy outperforms the combined

CNN-SVM strategy, we get perfect recognition rate with

all instances correctly classified. This shows the power of

such technique to work with small datasets and recognise

texture images. To evaluate and test the performance of

our model, we present the confusion matrix of the learn-

ing strategies using pre-processing.

It can be observed form Figure 3 that the values in the

diagonal of the confusion matrix are higher than others,

these values represents the number of well recognized im-

ages in the test-set. This improves the high test accuracy

that we have obtained in Table 2.

4.2.2 Experiments on trashnet dataset

We repeated the same set of experiments using our method

but on trashnet dataset. We performed the CNN model

with two (02) strategies : Transfer learning CNN and com-

bined CNN-SVM. The modified trashnet trainset contains

592 images of metal and plastic objects and 300 images in

testset. The Table 3 illustrates the accuracies of our pro-

posed method, all providing good trash objects classifica-

tion.

Table 3: Achieved recognition rate using trashnet dataset

Method
with pre-processing

Accuracy(%)

without pre-processing

Accuracy(%)

Transfer learning using CNN 99.58% 98%

Combined CNN-SVM 97% 94%

It can be seen that hat the use of transfer learning CNN

with pre-processing on trashnet dataset gives a better result
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Figure 3: Confusion matrix using transfer learning CNN on PLAWO-40 dataset with pre-processing

compared to its use on PLAWO-40 dataset with the same

learning strategy. We show an improvement of 0.58%,

this is explained by the reduction of number of images the

dataset (892 images in trashnet against 120 in PLAWO-40

).

Similar to section 4.2.1, we show in Figure 5 and Fig-

ure 6 the confusion matrices for the two recognition strate-

gies with pre-processing step. Good test accuracy score is

achieved.

5 conclusion

In this paper, we proposed two learning strategies using

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to recognize plas-

tic waste texture and objects in the environment and espe-

cially in the deep ocean. We used two challenging datasets

to test and improve the efficiency of our method. Our ap-

proach achieves high accuracy results and can be used with

small challenging datasets. The obtained performance can

be explained by the capability of CNN to work with small

databases when using transfer learning strategies. We con-

clude that developing deep learning and computer vision

agents can also help reduce pollution and manage waste.

These agents can also provide a smart and green technol-

ogy solution for waste in the wild.
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Figure 4: Confusion matrix using combined CNN-SVM on PLAWO-40 dataset with pre-processing

Figure 5: Confusion matrix using transfer learning CNN on trashnet dataset with pre-processing
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Figure 6: Confusion matrix using combined CNN-SVM on trashnet dataset with pre-processing
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